Fatal Crash Follow-up
1800 block of E Street NW

Death Case Year
21

Death Case Number
03

Jurisdiction
MPD

CCN
21-017-089

Death Type
Pedestrian

Address Location
1800 E Street NW

Ward
2

Striking Vehicle

- Motor Vehicle (MVT)

Second Striking Vehicle/Object

- Pedestrian (PED)

Crash Date and Time
Feb 7, 2021, 8:28:00 PM

Fatality Person
Pedestrian
Narrative

Detectives with the Metropolitan Police Department’s Major Crash Investigations Unit are investigating a traffic fatality resulting from a traffic crash that occurred on Sunday, February 7, 2021, in the 1800 block of E Street, Northwest. At approximately 8:28 pm, members from the Second District responded to the listed location for the report of a pedestrian struck. The preliminary investigation revealed a vehicle was traveling eastbound in the 1800 block of E Street, Northwest, when it struck a pedestrian, outside of a marked crosswalk. DC Fire and Emergency Medical Services responded to the scene and after finding no signs consistent with life, the victim remained on the scene until being transported to the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner.

MPD Press release link


Site Visit(s)
Completed

Factors/context discussed at site visit(s)

There is a curb cut mid-block at this location, intended for pick-up and drop-off, but DDOT will consider whether there are signs or markings that could be added to ensure that pedestrians know that this is not a location to cross the street.

Actions Planned/Completed

Evaluate signage near curbcut mid-block.